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Yields accelerate to new levels
The motor retail industry remains buoyant with a trend from occupiers towards larger sites as trading
volumes rise across all parts of the business.
Prime yields have fallen to 4.5% with a narrowing of the yield differential between manufacturer
and national dealer group covenants.
Strong regional dealer groups at yields of at least 6% offer good opportunities for capital growth
with the potential upside of covenant improvement through corporate acquisition.

THE MOTOR RETAIL SECTOR
2014 proved to be a stellar year for both the UK commercial property
investment market and the motor retail industry.  During 2014, 2,476,435
new cars were registered in the UK, the fourth largest total of all time
and the highest in a calendar year since 2004.  This sales volume showed
market growth of 9.3% over the previous year and the UK remains the
second largest market in the European Union behind Germany.
This sales growth continued to reflect pent up demand from the recession
years, combined with increased consumer confidence in the economy.  
For the current year, The Society of Motor Manufacturers are forecasting
a similar number of registrations as demand levels off.  However, the
significant fall in the oil price over the first few weeks of this year, which
has fed through to significantly lower fuel prices at the pumps, may give
added impetus to the market with a consequent boost to both new and
used sales.

2,476,435 new cars were registered
...the highest in a calendar year
since 2004
These positive market conditions are resulting in increased profitability
and a strengthening of the balance sheets of the majority of dealer
groups, thereby providing property investors with greater security of
income.  This is borne out by a recent statement by Pendragon Plc, the
UK’s largest automotive retailer,  that their full year results for 2014 will
be ahead of market expectations.
The increase in new car registrations has also led to increased activity in
both the used car market and after sales operations.  Consequently, with
the increased volumes across all components of the business there is an
ever increasing need for manufacturers and dealers to secure larger sites
– no Dealer Principal will complain about too much on site parking!  An
overly congested site without the freedom of vehicular movement will

adversely affect the operational success of the business. The prestige brands such as Audi,
BMW, Mercedes and Volkswagen will ideally now be seeking sites of between 2.5 and 3.5
acres depending on the size of territory being served by the facility.
In the major conurbations where the availability of prime sites is both limited and costly,
there is an evolving trend from some dealers to locate their after sales operation away
from the main dealership facility in a more secondary, cost effective location.  Aside from
this, the requirement remains on-going for the traditional glass fronted showroom with
main road frontage, despite the advance of the digital-savvy consumer.  A showroom
provides an unrivalled opportunity for consumers to experience the product, whilst for
the manufacturer it remains crucial to establishing and reinforcing their brand credentials.

The traditional glass fronted showroom
remains crucial to establishing and
reinforcing their brand credentials.

MOTOR TRADE INVESTMENT MARKET
The wider investment market had a particularly strong 2014 with total
returns for the year anticipated to be approaching 20%.  The motor
trade investment market shared in this exceptional performance and
yields have advanced further than anticipated in our April 2014 Bulletin.  
The strongest performance was from those assets let to the dominant
dealer groups with a narrowing of the yield gap between manufacturer
and national dealer group covenants.
Investors continued to be attracted to the sector due to the availability
of long leases, often incorporating some form of guaranteed rental
uplift, the covenant strength of the majority of tenants and, in many
instances, the prominent locations with a strong underlying site value
having the long term potential for alternative uses.
The recent sale of the new Honda facility on Cray Avenue, Orpington
set a record low yield for this cycle and is evidence of how yields
have strengthened, particularly for the very best opportunities.  
This property had many positive attributes occupying both a first class
macro and micro location, diagonally opposite the open A1 Nugent
Retail Park, having a new 22 year lease to Honda Motor Europe Limited
with RPI based reviews in the range of 2.25% to 4% per annum and a
commencing rent which could already be considered reversionary.  
It is understood that the investment was purchased by CBRE Global
Investors for a price around £5,650,000 to show a net initial yield of
4.35%.  There was competitive bidding at these levels, despite this
pricing showing a hardening of the prime motor trade yield by around
50 basis points.  

Key

Motor Trade Yield Lights
Manufacturer

4.50%

Yields weakening

National Dealer Group

4.75%

Yields stable

Regional Dealer

6.00%

Yields strengthening

Yields assume a minimum 20 year lease term with rental uplifts.

However, in our opinion, this was one of the best motor trade investments
to be offered to the market in recent years, in a location which should
see sustained occupier demand for a range of high value uses.

The Orpington transaction followed a previous landmark sale, the leaseback of three prime
dealerships in east London, Milton Keynes and Colchester by Lancaster Plc.  Lancaster
are a long established, major dealer group operating from over 60 sites and they agreed
20 year leasebacks with five yearly rent reviews geared to RPI in the range of 1% to 3%
per annum.  

Colchester and Milton Keynes were newly developed facilities for Toyota and Audi
respectively, whilst the east London property is currently under construction and
will be a flagship facility for Porsche.  The portfolio was purchased by F&C for a
price of £24.15 million to show a blended net initial yield of 4.88%.  

This is the first time that a sub 5%
yield has been achieved for a dealer
group covenant

We believe this is the first time that a sub 5% yield has been achieved for a dealer
group covenant and once again, there was competitive bidding at this pricing.  
There have been a number of investments sold with unexpired lease terms of
around 10 years and whilst these also saw increased pricing during 2014, there was
generally less investor demand with the consequent improvement in pricing being
less marked.  In these situations, the level of passing rent becomes an increasingly
important determinant of pricing, as investors become wary of instances of overrenting resulting from previous fixed uplift rent reviews.  
We list below a selection of recent investment transactions.

Address

Date

Tenant

Lease Terms

Price/Yields

Comments

The Lancaster Portfolio;
Toyota Colchester, Porsche
London, Audi Milton Keynes

October 2014

Lancaster Plc

New 20 year leases with the rents
subject to five yearly RPI based
reviews in the range of 1-3%.

£24,150,000
4.88% initial
blended

The portfolio comprises
three prime, newly
developed facilities.
The Colchester property
is long leasehold.
Acquired by F&C.

Honda
Manchester

October 2014

Honda Motor
Europe Ltd

20 years from April 2011 at £285,000
pa (£14.25 psf), subject to five yearly
reviews to the higher of OMV or 2.5%
per annum.

£5,440,000
4.95% initial rising
to 5.6% in April 2016.

Modern facility of 20,224
sq ft on a prominent site
of 1.77 acres.  
Acquired by F&C.

Volkswagen
Tewksbury Road
Cheltenham

December 2014

Volkswagen Group
UK Ltd

20 years from December 2004 at
£254,567 a (£15.12 psf), subject to five
yearly OMV
rent reviews.

£3,915,000
6.15% initial

Good location on a site
of 1.54 acres.
Acquired by Aviva
Investors

Honda
Cray Avenue
Orpington

January 2015

Honda Motor
Europe Ltd

22 years from October 2014 at
£260,000 pa (£14.88 psf), subject to
review in October 2017 and five yearly
thereafter, geared to RPI in the range
of 2.25% to 4% pa.

c. £5,650,000
4.35% initial

Newly developed facility
of 17,469 sq ft on a prime
site of 1.27 acres.
Acquired by CBRE Global
Investors.

Looking forward, we envisage continuing high levels of interest in
the sector, driven by the institutions who continue to have significant
monies allocated for property investment. Despite prime yields being
at virtual historic lows of 4.5% and 4.75% for manufacturer and national
dealer covenants respectively, this weight of money may result in
further yield compression. We believe this is most likely in the case
of prime dealerships let to manufacturer covenants, arguably the
differential between manufacturers and national dealers became
too narrow during the second half of 2014.

As manufacturers and dealers look to upgrade and extend their networks, there are signs
of rental growth in the sector, particularly in the larger centres where supply is limited
and motor trade is competing with other high value users.

We also foresee the potential for capital performance from investments
let to the stronger regional dealers where prime yields are currently in
the region of 6%. Many of these businesses are reporting good financial
results and have the potential to be on the acquisition radar of the
national dealer groups.

During the last 10 years HSM have advised on the sale and purchase of over £275million
of motor trade investments. Our clients include AXA Real Estate, Aviva Investors,
BlackRock Investment Management, Canada Life, CBRE Global Investors and
Vardy Property Group, together with undertaking sale and leasebacks on
behalf of Pendragon and Sytner Group.

HSM

It is likely that during the next few years income will be the main
generator of returns and therefore investors will have regard to the
rental growth prospects and uplift provisions in the lease, including the
level of any RPI ‘’collar’’ given the benign prospects for short
term inflation.
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